When the geomagnetic field strength is measured by the geomagnetic measurement unit, the measurement signal is distorted due to a variety of noise disturbances. In this paper, a geomagnetic measurement method based on Kalmar filter fusion is proposed, and the simulation model is built. The simulation results show that this filtering scheme can effectively filter high frequency noise and random noise, and realize the real signal reduction.
INTRODUCTION
As a low-cost transformation strategy, trajectory correction technology has won unprecedented opportunities for development, and will gradually become the preferred option for conventional weapons upgrades. Trajectory correction is generally divided into two methods. One-dimensional correction refers to the range of the arrows to adjust, two-dimensional correction refers to the range and side to adjust [1] .
The geomagnetic posture component is intended to provide accurate real-time posture for the artillery, providing prerequisites for the actuation of the guidance assembly during ballistic correction. Generally, the constant geomagnetic field is used to solve the attitude angle. However, due to the complicated noise signal in the measurement process, the measurement signal must be subjected to noise reduction. Common processing tools are: IIR filter, FIR filter, phase-locked loop, Kalmar filter, error compensation. As a single filter tool has limitations, this article will fuse the most commonly used and the most effective method, and ultimately achieve the intended purpose of dealing with complex noise. 
_________________________________________

GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODEL ESTABLISHED
Geomagnetic field assumptions
Geomagnetic field is the natural formation of the Earth's global magnetic field. Its strength is very small, generally 0.5×10-4T (1T = 109T = 1Wb / m2 = 104Gs) [2] , The geomagnetic field vector is related to the local latitude and longitude, and because the change rate of the geomagnetic field is very slow, the constant part (generated by the earth) accounts for more than 95%, and the geomagnetic field vector of the same location can be regarded as constant. The range of artillery is about 20-60 km (earth radius of 6371.2 km), for the circumference of the Earth, less than 1% [3] . The shell can be considered where the magnetic field environment is constant.
Geomagnetic field modeling
Geomagnetic size can be measured by the magnetic field strength. The geography of the Arctic and magnetic South Pole has a certain angular deviation, the direction of geomagnetism and north of an angle of magnetic angle D, geomagnetic field is not horizontal. In the northern hemisphere to the ground, Set the magnetic dip angle I to the angle with the horizontal plane, F is the total magnetic vector, H is the geomagnetic horizontal projection, establish the geomagnetic field model.
were geomagnetic northward, eastward, and ground components, respectively. 
Rolling angle model
Out of the muzzle speed:
The initial number of revolutions:
The turn's angle out of muzzle:
Air damping attenuation:
η is the entanglement, xz k and is the pole damping coefficient
GEOMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE AND ERROR ANALYSIS
Geomagnetic field measurement generally use magnetic, the sensor works by changing the magnetic flux through the sensor. When the shells are fired in the atmosphere, the geomagnetic field size is constant, the projectile roll will make the sensor through the magnetic field changes. The local magnetic field is perpendicular to the sensor when the voltage is minimal, the geomagnetic field and the sensor parallel to the maximum voltage [4] . As shown in Figure 2 
BUTTERWORTH AND KALMAN FUSION FILTER
Due to the complex measurement of noise, it is almost impossible to extract the geomagnetic signal completely, and the real signal can only be estimated or predicted from the observed signal and the system model. First, the Butterworth filter is used to filter the high frequency signal.
Butterworth filter design
In the specific environment, there are complex interference noises, a single use of Kalmar filter may cause the measurement signal is not accurate. In order to improve the accuracy of the measurement, the use of Butterworth filter signal pre-processing can be carried out before the Kalmar filter, Butterworth filter amplitude square function: 
Taylor formula
The classical Kalmar filter model is usually a linear system under white noise conditions, and the optimal estimation is made for the target, and the tracking characteristics are better. However, not all systems have linear properties. For nonlinear systems, one approach is approximated as a linear system, and the other approach is to get an approximation model for the second-order Taylor's expansion to approach true value [5] .
Taylor expansion:
Equation of state and measurement equation
The dynamic equation representation of the discrete state space model:
Where: k is the discrete Timex (k) is the state of the system at time k;  is the state transition matrix's (k) is the observed signal of the system; W (k-1) is the system input noise; V (k) is the observed noise of the system. The above equation is the general form of the state equation and the measurement equation.
Reliable Kalmar filter algorithm requires a precise function model [7] .Because the output of the magneto resistive sensor is a triangular function to change the voltage value, its characteristics determine its model is non-linear. If directly take the classic form of Kalmar will produce a large system bias. First of all, start Taylor of the system .Then establish the voltage of the mathematical model. Kalmar filtering process: State step prediction:
Status Update:
Filter gain matrix:
One step prediction covariance matrix:
SIMULATION MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
After simulation, it can be seen that the unfiltered signal basically covered by noise. The signal of the Butterworth filter is further processed, not only eliminating the phase shift, but also controlling the signal noise within a reasonable range. After Kalmar filter processing, the error mean is reduced from 1.11 to 0.18. 
CONCLUSION
In view of the geomagnetic measurement process, there are a variety of noise sources interfere with data distortion caused by the problem. In this paper, the establishment of an accurate system model to simulate the real signal. Through the good low-pass through the Butterworth, filter out the high-frequency signal. And then use the Kalmar strong true value approximation ability to signal the estimation, and ultimately get more accurate signal. This method can make full use of the advantages of the two filters, which improve the accuracy of the data measurement. The error mean is reduced by about 83.63%.
